
E-Series ISP Co Location Cabinet
Three separate, secure compartments in 7’ (2.1 m) cabinet provide 14 usable
rack-mount space for equipment mounting in each compartment. The E-Series
ISP Co Location Cabinet is available in standard 30” and 36” (760 mm and
910 mm) usable mounting depths to accommodate most file server variations.
The internal width is 19” or 23”.

The cabinet features patented self-squaring construction to allow shipment in
both fully assembled and partially assembled configurations. A patented,
secure, 3-channel vertical cable raceway provides security for both data and
power to each compartment. The cable raceway accommodates either
overhead or access floor cable access.

Separate power distribution to each compartment protects each co-locator’s
equipment from power surges or outages caused by adjacent co-locators.
Front and rear doors are lockable with optional keysets unique for each
compartment. Each of the three compartments includes a separate vertical
power strip (see bottom of page). 

E-Series Cabinets feature an optional door mounted rear fan that draws in
ambient air and expels heated air for effective temperature maintenance. For
optimum efficiency when using the fan, the rear door features a solid (rather
than perforated) design. Load Rating: 2000 lb (907.2 kg)

Optional door-
mounted fan keeps
equipment cool. 

Each compartment
includes a 125 VAC,
15 Amp rated power
strip.
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8. Shipping Option
1 Knocked Down
2 Assembled

2. Width/Rails
in

19, Tapped 1
23, Tapped 2

19, Square-punched 3
23, Square-punched 4

3. Height
in mm
84 2130 0

Perforated metal doors are 63% open for high airflow

(3), 14U compartments

4. Depth
in mm
30 760 3
36 910 5

7. Doors
3 Vented plexiglass front/perforated metal rear
4 Perforated metal front/perforated metal rear

6. Color1

1 Gray
2 White
7 Black

5. Cabinet Style/Accessories
0 Side panels, no fan, standard locks
1 Side panels, fan, standard locks
2 Side panels, no fan, custom-keyed locks
3 Side panels, fan, custom-keyed locks
4 Baying, no fan, standard locks
5 Baying, fan, standard locks
6 Baying, no fan, custom-keyed locks
7 Baying, fan, custom-keyed locks

Part Number Configurator

Cabinet Style

Notes:
Color refers to mounting rails and side panels and
metal/perforated metal door panels. Frame is
silver-colored anodized aluminum.  For further
assistance visit www.chatsworth.com.

When ordering an E-Series Cabinet, the part number is always preceded by the letter E. Use the part number matirx below to configure
your E-Series Cabinet. Choose the  Width, Height, Depth, Cabinet Style, Color, Door, and Shipping Option. 

Example Cabinet Part Number: E1051-732


